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ABSTRACT 

Hydrogen embrittlement is a pervasive mode of fracture in many metallic systems and 
limits the applications of metals in many situations.  A number of concepts have been proposed to 
explain various phenomenon in different metals but comparisons with experiments are usually 
achieved by fitting many model parameters.  Here, embrittlement is considered as controlled by 
the nanoscale behavior occurring near a sharp crack tip.  If a sharp crack can blunt by dislocation 
emission before the onset of cleavage can occur (stress intensity for cleavage KIc is higher than 
that for emission, KIe), then the material is not embrittled.  If the presence of H can make 
cleavage fracture occur prior to emission, KIc<KIe, then the material is embrittled because a sharp 
crack can propagate in a brittle failure mode.  We use first-principles computations to show that 
embrittlement in Ni can occur by the aggregation of H into the octahedral interstitial sites in three 
layers just ahead of the crack tip, which lowers KIc below KIe.  During the fracture process, H in 
the outer two layers can diffuse quickly to saturate the new fracture surface, reducing the 
effective KIc to zero.  Analysis of the thermodynamics and kinetics of the formation of the three 
layers of H at the crack tip establishes the range of H concentration, temperature, and loading 
time above which embrittlement is predicted.  The predictions, including the slow crack growth 
rate after embrittlement, are all consistent with embrittlement conditions measured in Ni and Ni-
based alloys.  The same analysis is then applied to examine embrittlement in the fcc 
CoCrFeNiMn High Entropy Alloy.  First, consistent with experiments [1], first-principles 
analysis shows that this HEA should absorb much more H, under the same conditions, than Ni.  
However, there is a distribution of H absorption energies in the random HEA alloy.  Thus, after 
charging at high T and high pressure, the distribution of H in the lattice at lower T is strongly 
biased to the lower-energy absorption sites in the lattice.  Aggregation of the necessary fully-
occupied three-layer H structure at the crack tip is thus inhibited and unable to form at K<KIe. 
The CoCrFeNiMn alloy is thus not susceptible to the same embrittlement mode as Ni, consistent 
with the experiments [2].  Embrittlement is possible if the H aggregation near the tip can increase 
KIe, enabling higher applied K, higher aggregation, and ultimately KIe>KIc; this is the mode of 
embrittlement proposed by Song and Curtin [3].  The analysis correctly predicts that this HEA 
can be embrittled at much lower loading rates [1].  Application of the same analysis to the 4-
component fcc HEA CoCrFeNi  shows this alloy to be much more resistant to embrittlement, 
again consistent with recent experiments [2, 4, 5]. 
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